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EDITOR’S DESK

It is a balmy 78 degrees here on Hilton Head Island. Not much has gone on since the last issue. I blew my 
motor up drag racing in Kentucky at the Ohio Valley Conclave 2016. I got a Blueprint 383 stroker crate 
engine from Summit with aluminum heads. It came with a Dyno sheet showing 443 hsp. I ditched the 
stupid aluminum flywheel and put in a juice clutch linkage and throw out bearing along with a blow up 
proof iron bellhousing. I am thinking about going to a 5 speed or just changing the rear gears in the Ford 
9”. I am going 60 mph at 3,000 rpm which is ridiculous. Any thoughts?

MYSTERY CAR

Running a 348 Chevy, 
Bierman Racing with oh 
so 1963 Gasser tinted 
windshield and cheater 
slicks. Dig the sun tach 
mounted on top of the 
dash and the Salt Lakes 
spun disk hubcaps. Looks 
like a fiberglass flip front 
end. 



TECH CORNER
By: Chris Keep
chriskeep@gmail.com

BOLT-ON WHEEL SPACERS 

 I have a set of Halibrand Ford bolt pattern (5x4.5 inch) wheels I want to use up front on my AH 5x5 
Inch hub tomatch my rear ford 9 inch set. Bolt on adapters and spacers can be discussed at the same time as 
they are the same. There are a couple good reasons not to use them, they cost almost as much as a off-the-
shelf Wheel and they can't be as safe as not using them.  I could have ordered the Torq Thrust classic two 
piece wheel that is available in any offset and width for 350 bucks each in the  GM/AH/Jeep pattern 5x5 
inch.  That would have solved my two problems of rub on the inner frame and bolt pattern. But for 500  
bucks less Im trying the adapters and using the wheels I like/have. Maybe. Part of modifying anything 
involves spending money on things that don't work. You can't know until you bolt it up and buy the tires 
too. There is no way to know whether a tire-wheel combo will work in advance except copy a buddies 
setup. Up front I'm using 16x7 inch wheels with 3.75 inch back set. I don't know the tire yet. The 
spacer/adapter is 1 inch thick, so this is like using a 8 inch rim with 2.75 inch back set. There are no off-the-
shelf 7 or 8 inch wide mags that wont rub on a AH frame. You need between 2 and 3 inch back set 
depending on total diameter of the wheel and tire combo. None have that little. A lot of heartache would be 
saved by using a 6 inch wheel, but I have flares. There is no going back, I have to fill the fenders out and 
don't want inner steer rub.

There are almost as many Chinese spacers on eBay as lawyers in the Yellow pages. 38 bucks is 
tempting but don't. Forget the German spacers, they are only for imports cost and 250 bucks. They've 
never heard of 1/2 inch lugs. I chose A-Dapt-It spacers. They're US made, billet aerospace aluminum, and 
easy to order. 113 bucks delivered for my pair. They make them when you buy them. You don’t have to talk 
to anyone, they have an easy drop down menu for half inch lug, type of car and thickness. When you type 
in AH it automatically specifies 3 5/16 inch hub. The other companies didn't seem to know and wanted to 
sell jeep ones that have a huge hub bore, or GM that has a smaller 1 1/8 inch hub. Although all aftermarket 
mags are lug centric with a bore that will fit everything, you want the spacer to be hub centric  on the hub 
side to minimize slop. Ford rears were designed to be lug centric so that won't apply there.  Press the chat 



button and ask the nice lady for a coupon code (1 million) and get 5 bucks off. Pay, and the next day they 
call you about something like what size are your hub lug bolts for which they provide the spacer 
mounting nuts. 

Three weeks later they are here. The only 
thing I wish was different is they beveled the hub 
bore so much they're not hub centric on the very 
small hub lip. You could ask them not to do that in the 
order notes. I don't think it matters much. I mounted 
them and they are impressive, solve all inner rub, but 
its close on the fender flares. 1/4 inch less would 
have been nice. My wheels allow for 1/4 milling for 
increased back set which may be necessary. I'll need 
to unload the front springs and mount a tire to find 
out. 



How many Healeys are sitting in garages, half assembled & buried under boxes of holiday 
decorations, lawn tools, bicycles, skateboards, and dust, waiting patiently for their owner to acquire the 
time, motivation, and/or funds necessary to get them back on the road?  I'd hesitate to predict an exact 
number, but I can, with all confidence, say that there's at least one.

My 1953 Austin-Healey 100 was acquired nearly 10 years ago as a half-built project that had stalled 
after the original builder failed to solve the issue of how an exhaust manifold and the steering column 
could occupy the same space in the somewhat cramped engine compartment.  I say “somewhat” because 
the 2.8 liter GM V6 that he was installing was much larger than the original straight 4, but we all know that 
it can get much tighter when dropping in a larger V8.  

A binder full of receipts told the story of a once ambitious and well-organized plan.  The original car 
had succumbed to a nearly-terminal case of “cancer of the chassis”, leaving behind just a collection of the 
original bones.  Fortunately, they were the right bones, and included the cowl structure, aluminum body 
panels, cockpit trim, and the body tags.  There was just enough left to call it a car.  Best of all, matching 
body numbers in all the right places show that it was indeed the remains of one car rather than a patchwork 
of assorted parts.  It was, in fact, the ideal candidate for a “Frankenstein” build (cue the theme song to “The 
Six-Million Dollar Man”, which might be a more appropriate comparison, considering the cost involved).

Hibernating Healeys
By: Ben Bauman
Ben.Bauman@yahoo.com

The rebuild story began when a new Jule chassis was commissioned and the reconstructed rolling 
chassis was slowly assembled.  Upgraded items were used whenever possible.  Disc brakes from a 3000, 
a 9” Ford differential, a MGB steering rack, Borg-Warner “world-class” T-5 transmission, and a rebuilt 
GM 2.8L V6, which should have provided about 140 horsepower.  Then the progress stumbled and came 
to an abrupt halt.  The prospect of having custom-built headers apparently was the straw that finally broke 
the proverbial camel's back, the excitement was lost, and the once-loved, incomplete project sat for 
several years before being subjected to the indignity of a sale.  



The Healey was packed up and moved into its new home and its new owner.  As they have a 
tendency to do, life's responsibilities got in a way (the kids insist on eating EVERY day) and the car 
hibernated patiently under a cover for work to resume.  Over the next several years, most of the parts to 
complete the car were acquired, and the whole project was packed and moved several times, as job 
transfers and relocations occurred.  

Finally, in the summer of 2014, the cover was removed and progress once again resumed.  The 
freshly rebuilt 2.8 V6 was pulled and scrapped in favor of a newer and more potent GM 3.5 liter 
(3500)V6 (LX9), a front-wheel-drive engine that has to be substantially modified to be used in a rear-
wheel-drive configuration.  Rebuilding & modifying it took several months of evenings & weekend 
work in the garage, as well as the assistance of a talented machinist/fabricator.  It truly is a 
“Frankenstein's monster” engine, using parts from various GM engines, all working together in a 
configuration that GM never built.

Some might ask, “Why 
wouldn't you go with a bigger 
and less complicated 'old-
school' V8 Chevy or Ford?” 
They were considered, but 
the LX9 is truly a lightweight 
& mighty little engine that 
came from the factory with 
aluminum heads, upper and 
lower intake, and oil pan, as 
well as a forged crank, forged 
powder-metal connecting 
rods, hydraulic lifters and 
roller rocker arms. 



 In stock form, it puts out a solid 200 horsepower.  A cam swap, larger throttle body, stiffer valve springs, 
and some tuning wizardry can conservatively push it to 230-250 horsepower while still retaining a silky-
smooth idle and dependability of a modern engine engineered to last 300,000 miles or more.  It's a vast 
improvement over the stock Healey's 90 horsepower, the weight isn't an issue, and there's no need to notch 
the frame or foot boxes as in most V8 swaps.  I can live with 250 horsepower, especially considering the 
width of the tires.  

The 3.5L LX9 was sprayed with “Healey green” in a clever attempt to camouflage it as an original 
engine.  The aluminum intake and valve covers were polished, which possibly ruins the illusion (Shhh… I 
don't think the judges at the local car show will notice), but sure looks nice!  The T-5 was also painted 
Healey green, which pretty much makes it visually identical to the original 3-speed.  Honestly, you can't 
tell them apart now.

An aluminum 100M hood, along with BN2 fenders will be installed before the 2015 driving season, 
and then the entire car sprayed Old English white with blue sides.  Or Healey blue with white sides (we are 
still debating this).  The 72-spoke wheels may or may not stay white.  The interior will really make an 
effort to look original, with the top and side curtains in dark blue and matching carpet.  The original 2-
piece BN1 dash holds freshly refurbished original gauges, converted to work with the GM sensors.  

I debated on submitting an article on an unfinished car, but the prospect of publicly making a 
commitment to complete it was too powerful of a force to ignore.   This car will be done.  A promise to 
finish it (or at least to get it drivable) has been made.  In fact, the fate of a steak dinner is riding on it.   

And if I fail, there's always next year.

Letters to (and from!) the Editor
Dear Randy,

Loved your book Bowtie Ferraris. Here is a picture of the pole position for the 1963 Nassau Speed 
Week No. 95 a 1959 Ferrari 250 TR with a Ford 427 twin carb under its bikini hood. Driver George Reed 
DNF’d in 1963 and again in 1964. - Russ

Thanks Russ. I am working on a 
follow up book, Blue Oval, et al, 
Ferraris. I’m fairly certain the photo 
you attached is actually George 
Reed’s Ford powered Testa Rossa 
which is covered in my next book. I 
ran across a few Bowtie Healeys 
which researching the books, also 
Bowtie D Type with XKSS Jags. The 

photo I attached (right) is Reed at Road America June 21, 1964. - 
Randy - oldsaabracer@aol.com



Dear Russ,
The last Wheelspinner was a blast!

 - San Bernardino Chapter of the Hells Angels

Dear Russ,
Great reading. Keep up the good work.

 - Cordially, Peter Fonda

Hi Russ,
 
Nice issue of the Wheelspinner.  Read your dyno figures.  Join the club.  My 5.0L Ford put out 345 hp on 
the engine dyno and 199 on the chassis dyno.  I've read to expect a 20 percent difference through 
parasitic loss which should have given me about 270 at the wheels.  The only thing I can think of is I'm 
using the Sunbeam Tiger cast iron manifolds and have some ninety degree turns in my exhaust.  I can't 
think of anywhere else the power is going to, so it looks like a set of headers is in my future. Happy 
Healeydays,
 
 Rick- healeyrick@yahoo.com



Dear Russ, I just love the Wheelspinner! I’d do anything to have you run this picture of me and my 
scooter! - Tiffany

Stop the presses! Just minutes before press time, this photo 
surfaced of George Reed and his Ford 427 powered Ferrari 
taking the lead in the 1963 Bahamas Speed Week 1963.
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